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Abstract
A technique of artifacts removal based on the continuous wavelet transform is presented. It uses common mother wavelets to
find the temporal localization of stimulation artifacts on electromyogram (EMG) signal during an electrically evoked contraction
of a muscle. This method can be used with standard stimulation pulse waveforms like monophasics or biphasics ones. It uses a
histogram representation to find the best threshold to apply on the CWT domain. The algotithm is presented with Haar wavelet and
then it is used with common wavelet famillies such as Daubechies or Symlets.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Electromyogram (EMG) corresponds to the electrical response of the muscle over its contraction. During a myo-electrical
stimulation, EMG contains two sources. The first one is the muscular electrical activity generated by the stimulated muscle due
to the contraction of its muscular fibers. This signal is named M wave signal and it is a useful signal to study physiological
states of muscles such as force or fatigue. The second one is the artifacts corresponding to the electrical stimulation pulses
contained in EMG. Those artifacts disturb the analysis of electrical muscular activity. In order to analyze properly the EMG
signal, artifacts need to be removed [1]. Several techniques are already used to attenuate the impact of artifacts on EMG signals.
Some of them are implemented on the hardware. They are placed just after the EMG electrodes in the differential amplifier
circuitry. For instance, analog filtering where high frequencies of EMG, which contain artifacts, are removed. It is very difficult
to filter artifacts without modifying M waves. For instance, a 8th order Chebyshev low pass filter with a 550 Hz cutoff frequency
has been implemented by Solomonow et al. [2] to remove the most part of artifact frequencies. However, those kinds of filters
let pass low frequencies artifact and could remove M waves frequencies which are in the same frequency range than artifacts.
Their are also methods based on hardware amplifier gain. For instance, Roskar et al. [3] manage the amplifier gains to obtain
a gain of 1 during the electrical stimulation and a gain of 1000 elsewhere. However, a gain of 1000 could not be sufficient to
remove completely artifacts [1] and would be unable to adapt to electrical stimulation changes. Blanking hardware methods are
also available, that consists to disconnect electrically EMG electrodes of muscle during electrical stimulation pulses. Generally,
a synchronized triggering from the electrical stimulator is used [4], [5]. The drawback of this technique is that the blanking
window is fixed and can lead to residual artifacts if the blanking time is too short or can lead to remove some M waves parts if
the blanking time is too long. Other techniques are implemented in software with signal processing as a pre-processing of EMG
signal. For instance, some methods use the recording of stimulation artifact signal in order to subtract it on EMG. Three main
techniques exist to record an estimation of stimulation artifact signal: a stimulation below the muscular contraction threshold
(stimulation does not cause any muscle contraction), a recording far away from the EMG electrodes placement (a second EMG
is collected away from the first one to acquire pure artifacts), a dual pulse stimulation (a second stimulation pulse is done during
the refractory period which does not create any evoked signal, only the stimulus artifact is collected) [6]. Those techniques do
not remove entirely artifacts and tend to degrade the signal to noise ratio (SNR). In addition, they need a supplementary hardware
part for the most of them. There are also methods based on threshold detection [7]. Stimulation artifacts are mostly higher than
M wave amplitude with a factor of 2 or 3 [1]. This difference of amplitude leads to share the artifact and the M wave parts.
Nevertheless, it may not be suitable to specific stimulations with small amplitude signals. Some other mathematical methods
estimate stimulation artifacts in order to remove them [8].
In this study, we propose a new method to remove stimulation artifacts on EMG during an electrical stimulation rehabilitation
process by using a continuous wavelet transform (CWT) and a histogram representation. It shows a bimodal distribution where
artifacts and M waves can be shared. The histogram is then used to find the best threshold in the wavelet domain in order to
correctly remove the artifacts from EMG. Haar mother wavelet is firstly used to present the removal method and then results
with the use of some other mother wavelets are displayed to determine differences among wavelet families results. This artifacts
removal algorithm can be used as threshold removal technique with automatical determination of the threshold which can be
difficult to estimate when it is fixed such as in [7].
II. MATERIAL
The material of our experiments allows the electrical stimulation and the acquisition of muscular EMG in real time [9]. An
electrical stimulator generates controlled current pulses and can deliver constant stimulation over time for different muscles. It
can deliver a maximum of ±100 mA for a body impedance of 1.5 KΩ between the two stimulation electrodes, a frequency
pulse train from 10 Hz to 100 Hz and a pulse time from 0.5 ms to 2 ms for 5 different pulse shapes which are the most
common in literature (monophasic, biphasic, dual biphasic, biphasic amorted and N-let). An EMG amplifier acquires EMG from
muscle during the stimulation with bipolar electrodes and a reference electrode. Amplifiers used for the circuit are INA128
from Texas instruments with a 120 dB of Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR) for a good removal of common voltage
on bipolar electrodes. The M waves can be extracted from global EMG signal during evoked contractions. M waves are then
used to quantify the muscular fatigue level [10]. A software manages stimulation parameters and analyzes the fatigue indexes of
a muscle after an artifacts pre-processing removal choosen among three methods: blanking, threshold algorithm or the method
proposed in this study. Our experiments have been performed on the right biceps muscle isometrically thanks to a Biodex pro
3 device [11] on five subjects. Ten electrical stimulations of six seconds have been performed on each subject with different
stimulation parameters which provided fifty recorded data for our experiments.
III. METHODS
We propose a method based on wavelets to detect and remove the stimulation artifacts which are present in the EMG signal.
This method uses the continuous wavelet transform to detect artifacts. The idea is to use a standard wavelet, as the Haar wavelet,
and to vary the scale factor of the continuous wavelet transform to determine which scale factor corresponds to the maximum
correlation between the stimulation artifact and the wavelet subjected to the scale factors. An example is provided in the figure 1.
Then a histogram representation is used to determine the best threshold in the wavelet domain to share the best artifacts and M
waves. Nevertheless, the treatment should leave the M waves unchanged between stimulation artifacts to allow the extraction of
physiological muscle states parameters. Initially, in order to explain the removal process, CWT was based on the Haar wavelet.
Then, tests used other standard mother wavelets such as Daubechies or Symlets for instance.
A. scale factor determination
The Haar wavelet has the particularity to look like the stimulation artifacts in the sense that both have large edge changes.
This wavelet should therefore properly detect artifacts. The continuous wavelet transform is applied between EMG with artifacts
named VEMG and a wavelet ψ (Haar wavelet) undergoing the scale factor a. Such as
Ca,b(VEMG(t), ψ(t)) =
∫ ∞
−∞
VEMG(t)
1√
a
ψ
(
t− b
a
)
dt, (1)
where b is the temporal parameter. The scale factors have been chosen to go from 1 to 100 with step of 1. This range
allows the analyzis of many different artifact durations. In the figure 1, a result of a continuous wavelet transform with the
above parameters is shown. The used VEMG signal corresponds to that one in the figure 2a. In order to find which scale factor
a corresponds to the maximum of correlation with artifacts of VEMG, we need to estimate which scale factor corresponds to the
maximal value of the CWT coefficients matrix, named Ca,b. In the figure 1, an example of Ca,b is plotted where the value of
the best scale factor name a0 is obtained with the maximum value of Ca,b matrix.
B. mask removal determination
Once the a0 scale factor has been found, we determine a temporal mask in the wavelet domain, allowing the removal of
artifacts. To perform that, we use the CWT coefficients Ca,b which correspond with this a0 scale factor (it is then a coefficients
vector Ca0,b). In the figure 2b, an example of a continuous wavelet transform is shown on a VEMG signal recorded with an
electrical stimulation at a 30 Hz frequency, a 40 mA amplitude, 1 ms pulse time duration and a biphasic waveform. Only the
0.2 first second of the 6 seconds stimulation are displayed for a better readability. The found a0 scale factor was 38. The curve
in the graphic b corresponds to the continuous wavelet transform Ca,b with Haar mother wavelet and the scale factor a = a0.
It is interesting to see that Ca0,b values corresponding to artifacts are much more important than Ca0,b values corresponding
to M waves. Thanks to this point, it is possible to distinguish both artifacts and M waves parts. A threshold is created with
local maxima algorithm which is used to find maxima coefficients during stimulation artifacts and maxima coefficients during
M waves. In the figure 2b, a representation of this detection is shown with crosses (during artifacts) and plus (during M waves).
In the figure 2c, the histogram of these specific points is plotted and shows a bimodal distribution. The threshold which allows
Fig. 1. Example of continuous wavelet transform result with Haar mother wavelet from VEMG signal plotted in the figure 2a. scale factors go from 1 to 100.
The a0 scale factor corresponding with the maximum of Ca,b is represented with the black arrow line.
distinguishing stimulation artifacts without disturbed M waves is located between those two distributions. We use the centroid
of these points in the histogram as our threshold because it shares correctly both distributions. The centroid is computed as:
h =
n∑
i=1
xiyi
n∑
i=1
yi
, (2)
where h is the centroid value, xi are abscissa of the histogram, yi are ordinates of the histogram and n represents the histogram
range. Then, when the threshold is computed, a mask removal is created by using |Ca0,b| absolute coefficients values and the
threshold h. The mask is equal to 1 if |Ca0,b| are below the threshold, which corresponds to the M wave parts. The mask is
equal to 0 if |Ca0,b| are above the threshold, corresponding to the stimulation artifacts parts. Therefore,{
mp = 1 if |Ca0,b| < h,
mp = 0 if |Ca0,b| ≥ h,
(3)
where mp is the preliminary mask. In the figure 3, an example of mask removal creation is shown. The Ca0,b coefficient values
are plotted in the graphic a and the threshold is represented with the dash lines. We can note that during the stimulation artifacts
(see Fig. 3b), the preliminary mask mp can change states. To correct that, an erosion algorithm (a mathematical morphology
operation [12]) is applied to the preliminary mask vector and gives the final mask m. An example of the corrected mask after
erosion is shown in the figure 3c.
C. Stimulation artifacts removal
The last step of artifacts removal consists to multiply the mask created previously with VEMG signal to obtain the EMG signal
without stimulation artifacts named Mwave.
Mwave(t) = VEMG(t) ·m(t), (4)
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Fig. 2. a) VEMG signal example with an electrical stimulation at a 30 Hz frequency, a 40 mA amplitude, 1 ms pulse time duration and a biphasic waveform
performed on the right biceps muscle. b) CWT transformation for the VEMG signal with a0 = 38 corresponding with maximum of Ca,b coefficient. We can
also see the representation of the difference between maximums of Ca0,b coefficients during artifacts (cross) and maximums of Ca0,b coefficients during M
waves (plus) which allows the differentiation between artifacts and M waves. c) Histogram of maxima local values. We can discern a bimodal distribution.
An example of Mwave is shown in the figure 4b which corresponds to the stimulation artifacts removal performed on the
VEMG signal with an electrical stimulation at 30 Hz frequency, 40 mA intensity, 1ms pulse time duration and a biphasic waveform
represented in the figure 4a. As we can see, artifacts are completely removed from VEMG signal. Only M wave parts are preserved.
The CWT with Haar mother wavelet is therefore a good domain to remove stimulation artifacts with our technique. As we can
see, the M wave remains unchanged after the artifacts removal process.
IV. RESULTS
The previous section explains the algorithm with Haar mother wavelet but it can also be used with others common mother
wavelets. In the figure 5 and 6, we can see the use of other mother wavelets which are widely used in CWT treatments. Mother
wavelets used are issued from Daubechies, Symlets, Coiflet, Gaussian, Morlet, Meyer, Biorthogonal, and Shannon wavelets. We
can see that the majority of mother wavelets gives good results with a good removal of stimulation artifacts. However, some are
less efficient than others. It is the case for ”Sym3” and ”shan1-1” which do not remove completely artifacts. If parts of artifacts
remain in the Mwave signal, they could lead to EMG estimation errors in future treatment. It is also the case for ”gaus3” and
”meyr”. This time, the artifact parts are completely removed but the issue is that the M wave parts are truncated and could lead
to M wave estimation errors in future treatment. The Haar wavelet gives good result (as shown in the figure 4) and it is also the
easiest one to apply, therefore we recommend the use of this one with this algorithm.
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Fig. 3. Creation of mask removal example. a) Ca0,b coefficients from CWT with a0 scales factor. Both dash line are the h threshold representation for positive
and negative parts computed with the equation 2. b). Preliminary mp mask created with h threshold. c) Final m mask from an erosion on mp.
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Fig. 4. a) VEMG signal example with an electrical stimulation at a 30 Hz frequency, a 40 mA amplitude, 1 ms pulse time duration and a biphasic waveform
performed on the right biceps muscle. b) Mwaves result example with m mask in the figure 3c applied on above VEMG signal. We can observe a good removal
of artifact parts
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, a new stimulation artifact removal algorithm is presented. The technique, based on continuous wavelet transform,
allows distinguishing the artifact parts and the M wave parts from an EMG signal. Then, once the artifact parts found, the treatment
can suppress them. We performed tests for a lot of mother wavelets with good results excepted for ”Sym3”, ”shan1-1”, ”gaus3”
and ”meyr” which let pass artifact parts or truncate M wave parts. Instead of using standard mother wavelets, a new mother
wavelet could be created by using artifact signal itself. In this way, the artifact removal could be adapted for any kind of
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Fig. 5. Example of artifacts removal with haar wavelet (haar), Daubechies wavelets (db2, db3, db4), Symlets wavelets (sym2, sym3, sym4), Coiflet wavelet
(coif2) and Gaussian wavelets (gaus1, gaus3) applied on the VEMG signal from the figure 2a.
stimulation pulses and to the muscle itself. This stimulation artifacts removal can be used as a signal pre-processing with an
EMG signal during electrical stimulation contraction because that kind of signals contain both the electrical muscular activity and
stimulation pulses artifacts. In a future work, we plan to compare the efficiency of each kind of wavelet in order to find the best
one. However, our preliminary study shows good results with Haar wavelet. A comparison with existing artifacts removal process
remains to be made to know possible differences with them. A possible limitation of our method is probably the execution time
which is longer than threshold techniques because our method need to convert the EMG signal into wavelet domain.
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